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Chapter 3831: A Perfect Match (23) 

He had accepted an endorsement deal. Today’s program was to make an appearance at an event on 

behalf of the advertisers. It was a store event for a high-end skincare brand. However, looking at Liang 

Yin, Hua Jin was very worried that she would ruin the event! 

“What … what do we do?” 

“Take it easy. For now, tell the assistant that you wish to take a shower. Tell her to come back in half an 

hour. I’ll give you instructions on how to do the job.” 

“Do I have to go?” Liang Yin sounded torn. “I… I don’t know…” 

“Idiot, I’ll teach you what to do later! Just follow suit!” 

“Alright… well, will there be many reps from the press … I’m not going on TV, am I!” 

The thought of having to go on television made Liang Yin extremely nervous. 

The actor’s forehead throbbed. As far as he was concerned, whether it was the media rep or the 

camera, he was used to being on camera. However, Liang Yin was an ordinary person. She wouldn’t be 

able to take control of a small event, not to mention a big occasion such as this. 

And… if they still hadn’t managed to switch back into their own bodies by the end of the year for the 

award ceremony, Liang Yin would definitely be scared out of her wits to see such a grand scene! 

“Talk to the assistant first. Do what I just taught you.” 

Liang Yin immediately nodded. “Oh… oh, okay…” 

She walked to the door and told the assistant what the actor had taught her, “I… I’m already up, but I 

just woke up and I want a hot shower.” 

The assistant panicked. “Little ancestor, why do you need to shower now? Just let the stylist do your 

makeup!” 

The actor was standing by the side, eavesdropping. He listened and immediately gestured with his hand. 

Liang Yin could not understand what he was trying to express. 

He leaned close to her ear. His breath, hot as fire, came into contact with her cheek as he spoke. “Just 

say you fell into the water yesterday. You’re liable to catch a cold if you don’t take a hot shower!” 

“Oh, oh…” 

Liang Yin was so nervous that her mind went blank. She immediately said, “Hua Jin said that… he fell into 

the water yesterday. If he doesn’t take a shower, he might catch a cold or something…” 

The actor felt a headache coming on when he heard this. Just outside, the assistant looked puzzled. 

What was going on!? 



Only then did Liang Yin realize that she had slipped up because she was too nervous. For a moment, she 

was so anxious that her face turned red. She corrected herself immediately. “Ha-ha. Anyway… come 

back in half an hour!” 

With that, Hua Jin dragged her back to her room. 

“Listen, an event like this, as a general rule, will be an event with an interview. If the host asks you some 

questions, answer them seriously if you can. If you can’t, smile instead. As a general rule, if you smile, 

the fans in the audience will start screaming and you get away with having to answer the question.” 

Liang Yin nodded as if she understood. “And… if I don’t know the answer to all the questions, do I keep 

giggling?” 

“Who’s asking you to giggle?” 

The actor demonstrated to her the proper way to smile. Liang Yin imitated him and smiled a few times, 

but she noticed that he looked stunned. 

“What’s up?” Liang Yin poked him in the head. “Why are you in a daze?” 

The actor caught himself and stroked her face narcissistically. “No wonder fans used to scream 

whenever I smiled. I look so good when I smile!” 

Liang Yin rolled her eyes and suddenly sat down on the bed sullenly! 
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That surprised Hua Jin. “What’s the matter?” 

“Do you think we’ll ever get our own bodies back? Will I have to keep living my life as you?” 

“Isn’t that nice?” The man smiled. “You got off easy!” 

“How am I getting off easy?” 

“See, I’m better-looking, richer, and more famous than you. You, on the other hand, have nothing. You 

find it so hard to even meet your idol. If that’s not a bargain for you, what is?” he said disapprovingly. 

Liang Yin was speechless for a moment. 

She asked him back, “What about you? Are you just going to... meet me in secret?” 

“A ‘private rendezvous’?” The actor’s eyes narrowed suspiciously. 

Only then did Liang Yin realize that she had given the wrong idea and immediately corrected herself. “If 

anyone finds out, this will be considered a scandal, right?” 

The actor rubbed his chin, thinking this was going to be tricky. 

/ 

He couldn’t keep meeting Liang Yin in secret like this. He needed to think of a legitimate way. 



Suddenly, an idea came to him. “Why don’t I apply to be an assistant?” 

“Assistant?” 

“Uh-huh. Newly hired assistant. She’ll take care of your daily needs. She’ll be in charge of your events. At 

the same time, she’ll help you improve and polish your acting skills.” 

Even after hearing this, she did not come out of the daze. The acting was indeed a relatively big problem 

they had to solve. She already felt nervous and at a loss when facing the camera, let alone having to act. 

The assistant outside the door tried to hurry him again. “Hua Jin, we can’t do this. We’re running out of 

time! Are you done showering?” 

The actor gave Liang Yin a knowing look and ducked into the closet. 

The girl stood up and walked to the closet to make sure he was hidden before letting his assistant in. 

Following behind the assistant was the stylist. 

Liang Yin said awkwardly, “That...” 

“We’re running late, we’re running late!” The assistant quickly ushered the stylist in and pushed Liang 

Yin towards the sofa. She also brought in the spotlights and makeup kit and began the huge task of 

putting on makeup for the man. 

Actually, the actor had a good foundation, but still, there was a difference before and after the makeup. 

While the stylist was putting on her makeup, Liang Yin watched the assistant nervously as she darted 

around the room, spreading blankets and rummaging through the cloakroom. She was worried that she 

would discover Hua Jin’s hiding place. 

It would be impossible to explain why a girl was hiding in the closet. 

Seeing the assistant fumbling towards the closet where Hua Jin was hiding, Liang Yin suddenly said, 

“Hey!” 

The assistant turned around and pointed at herself. “Master Jin... were you calling out to me?” 

“Uh... uh huh.” 

Liang Yin nodded. She didn’t know the name of this assistant.’ 

She waved at her and said, “Come here!” 

The assistant came over with the clothes. Liang Yin said, “I want to hire another assistant.” 

The assistant looked uneasy at that. “Master Jin... did I do something wrong, such that... you wish to 

replace me?” 

“I want to recruit an additional one.” Liang Yin muttered, “I only have one assistant. It’s not enough.” 

“Master Jin, have you forgotten? You have three assistants...” 

Liang Yin looked embarrassed for a moment. She wondered why Hua Jin hadn’t told her about this. 



But three assistants? That’s ridiculous! 

Not even the emperor is so grand! 

“I just want a new assistant! I don’t mean anything by it. I’m just asking for your opinion. Is that okay?” 
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The assistant was dumbfounded! 

Good heavens. 

Was this really Hua Jin? Did he actually say he wanted her opinion?! 

The assistant immediately smiled apologetically and said, “Master Jin, you’re the boss. If you wish to 

hire a new assistant, you only have to say so. However, if I’m doing anything wrong, you have to tell me 

so that I can change!” 

“Uh … yeah.” Liang Yin nodded and obediently followed the makeup artist’s instructions to keep her 

eyes closed so that she could do his makeup. 

She sighed to herself. What a pleasant life as a celebrity! Three meals a day, and abundant food and 

clothes. She had an assistant serving her every need. Other than acting, she did not have to do anything 

herself. 

It felt really great! 

If only she were a celebrity too! 

But come to think of it, wasn’t she one now? Although this body was not hers, she could at least enjoy it. 

Hiding in the closet, the air was so thick that Hua Jin could barely breathe. After an hour and a half had 

passed, he heard the door close. Liang Yin had obviously been taken away by his assistant. He slipped 

out of the closet and reached for his phone. 

This phone belonged to Liang Yin and the battery was dead. So he first connected it to the charger to 

charge it. Coincidentally, Liang Yin had forgotten to take the phone with her when she left. 

He picked up his own phone and dialed Qin Zhou’s number. 

Half an hour later, Qin Zhou turned up. 

As soon as he opened the door, the actor grabbed his hand and pulled him into the room. After a wary 

glance up and down the corridor, he retreated into the room and shut the door behind him. 

As soon as he was through the door, Qin Zhou looked around and saw that Hua Jin was alone in the 

room. He turned around and gave him an incredulous look. 

Before him stood a slim girl with a nervous expression. 

“Who are you?” 



Earlier on, Hua Jin had been worried that he wouldn’t be able to explain the situation over the phone, so 

he had only told Qin Zhou that something had happened to Hua Jin. 

After all, Hua Jin was Qin Zhou’s artist. Worried that something bad could have happened to the actor, 

Qin Zhou rushed over. However, when he saw Hua Jin, who had become Liang Yin, he was confused. 

“Qin Zhou, it’s me!” 

The actor said nervously, “I’m Hua Jin.” 

“…” 

There was a long silence. 

The manager suddenly snorted. “Who the hell are you? I’m warning you, whoever you are, don’t try to 

pull a fast one on me! I’m going to ask you again. Tell me exactly what happened to Hua Jin!” 

“It’s true!” 

The actor grabbed his hand anxiously. “I’m really Hua Jin! Here, calm down. I’ll tell you the whole story.” 

Qin Zhou interrupted the girl. “I’m perfectly calm, but you don’t seem to be thinking straight!” 

The actor let out a weak sigh. “I know. It’s hard to understand what’s happening to me in a normal way! 

I wouldn’t have believed it if it hadn’t happened to me!” 

Qin Zhou narrowed his eyes. Fortunately, he was quite a patient man. Perhaps he wanted to see what 

the girl’s motives were. He really wanted to hear what strange explanations she would give! 

Patiently, Hua Jin went on to recount the events of the previous day. 

After he had finished, the manager maintained a neutral expression. He even felt a little like laughing. 

His expression told Hua Jin that the man was not convinced! 

“Qin Zhou, don’t you believe me at all? I’m really Hua Jin!” 
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After he had finished, the manager maintained a neutral expression. He even felt a little like laughing. 

His expression told Hua Jin that the man was not convinced! 

The actor was on the verge of tears. “I... I really, really... Well, if you don’t believe me,” he said weakly, 

“put me to the test. Anyway, I have plenty of ways to prove my identity!” 

No matter how sincere he sounded, Qin Zhou clearly did not believe him. After all, how could Qin Zhou 

easily believe something so ridiculous... something that scientists wouldn’t believe? 

His expression hardened. “I don’t care who you are. It’s not April Fool’s Day today!” Then he turned 

angrily and made a move to leave. 



The actor panicked and blurted out, “I remember the day of Xingze’s accident. You went to the hospital 

and walked out of the mortuary with bloodshot eyes!” 

Qin Zhou stopped abruptly in his tracks at that. 

The actor caught up with him and continued, “I was outside the emergency room that day, waiting for 

Shishi. The day of Xingze’s accident, I was trying to protect her. I was stabbed multiple times. As for 

Shishi, she was blinded for a time because of the severe cornea damage. She was also unable to get over 

Xingze for a long time.” 

The agent turned to look at the actor in surprise. 

Hua Jin smiled, then said, “Youyou disappeared for a long time after Shishi’s wedding. This is not 

knowledge that just anyone would have! You know that, don’t you, Qin Zhou?” 

Qin Zhou looked full of doubt. What the actor said shocked him. This was because, as he had said, these 

matters were not common knowledge. In particular, the exact cause of Xingze’s death had remained a 

secret. Not many people knew. 

/ 

Little was known about the period during which Yun Shishi was down and out. And even fewer people 

knew about Youyou. Unless Hua Jin had told an outsider all of this. But the point was, given his 

personality, he would die before divulging these secrets to anyone. 

“You...” 

Seeing that Qin Zhou’s expression had softened, Hua Jin became so nervous that he began to babble 

incoherently. “I know it’s hard for you to believe what I’m telling you. I wouldn’t be able to believe it if I 

were in your shoes! But it happened, Qin Zhou, and you know it. We can’t tell anyone about this, and 

even if we did, no one would believe such an outrageous thing. Only you! If you don’t believe me, I’ll be 

thrown into despair!” 

For now, he wasn’t sure how to tell Shishi the truth of this matter. He had chosen to tell Qin Zhou 

because he knew Qin Zhou to be a very reliable person. Although he was somewhat indecent normally, 

at critical moments, he was very reliable. Secondly, Qin Zhou was an agent. If he knew about this, he 

could stay by Liang Yin’s side openly. 

The agent considered this for a moment, then said, “Unless you answer this question I have.” 

“Uh huh.” 

“The real Hua Jin is impotent.” Qin Zhou’s gaze rested on him, deep in thought. 

The actor immediately swore and retorted, “Who says I’m impotent?! You...” 

This Qin Zhou was simply... 

“Hahaha!” Qin Zhou couldn’t contain his laughter. He winked mischievously and said, “I was only trying 

to loosen your tongue.” 

Hua Jin was speechless. This guy was actually trying to get information out of him! 



He gritted his teeth in anger. “Qin Zhou!” 

“Alright, alright! I won’t make fun of you anymore!” Qin Zhou returned to the bed and sat down with his 

legs crossed. He still looked incredulous. “But it doesn’t make sense! How could this happen?” 
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The actor sat back on the bed in frustration as well. “Why did this have to happen to me?! Am I never 

going to be able to get back into my own body?!” 

Qin Zhou glanced at him and said faintly, “Isn’t it good to be a woman? I think it’s not bad for you to be 

like this now. It’s so easy to be a woman. It’s just that in a certain matter, you might need to switch from 

the top to the bottom!” 

The actor’s face darkened. “Are you making a joke of me right now?” 

“I’m serious.” Qin Zhou looked solemn. “Is there anything wrong with being a woman?” 

The actor put his hand to his throbbing forehead in despair. 

Qin Zhou continued to fan the flames. “I can introduce a boyfriend to you.” 

“Get lost!” 

“I’m serious. Why don’t you give it some consideration?!” 

“Qin Zhou!” the actor said angrily. “I’m really frustrated right now. If you keep joking, I’m going to get 

really angry!” 

Qin Zhou widened his eyes in astonishment. “Oh, you’ve got quite a temper now that you’re a woman!” 

/ 

“...” 

“Yes. The character is well adapted and in place indeed.” The agent reached into his pocket for his 

cigarette case. The actor wanted one too, but the agent said coolly, “Girls should smoke less.” 

Hua Jin was speechless. 

Qin Zhou lit a cigarette and took a few puffs in silence, finally calming down and more or less beginning 

to get used to the actor’s current image. “So, how does it feel to be a woman?’ he asked instead. 

“No big deal. But it feels like something’s missing.” 

“Why don’t you see it from the perspective that you have some additional features instead?” 

The actor glared at him sternly. 

Qin Zhou whistled and deliberately pretended not to notice his resentful look. “You said you swapped 

souls with a woman. So this body belongs to that girl?” 

“Uh huh!” 



“Let me see!” 

Qin Zhou gripped his chin in a prim manner and scanned it seriously. He gave a fair assessment. “She 

looks like a rather fine specimen!” 

“Not as fine as me.” 

“Just that she’s got no make up on. Otherwise, she’d be a beauty too.” 

The manager had a sharp eye for people. The actor looked away sullenly, feeling awkward. 

“And... what about the girl now?” 

A sudden thought struck Hua Jin, and he stood up nervously. “Take me to the event venue now!” 

“Huh?” 

‘I’m afraid she won’t be able to cope with that sort of situation at all.’ 

Qin Zhou frowned and nodded. The actor followed the manager into the car and they drove all the way 

to the event venue, which was already crowded. 

Hua Jin’s popularity was currently at its peak, he was practically unchallenged. As the number one 

celebrity, he had top traffic. 

The actor was of great commercial value. Meaning he had great power to influence fans. 

The cosmetics he endorsed had climbed from a 1.5% market share to a terrifying 18%. That pointed to a 

formidable ability to influence. Whatever product Hua Jin endorsed had almost become a guarantee of 

reputation and sales. 

Therefore, many of Hua Jin’s loyal fans had already gathered at the event venue. 

Thanks to the situation, this was the first time the actor had attended his own event as a member of the 

public. 

Currently, the host was warming up the stage. Liang Yin had yet to make an appearance, but there were 

already many fans shouting Hua Jin’s name hysterically below the stage. The entire event was in full 

swing, and the atmosphere was simply electrifying. 

It was the first time the actor had seen the full extent of his influence. He was rather taken aback. 
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Qin Zhou smiled. “Why? Are you stunned by your own fans?” 

The actor nodded and gulped. “I didn’t think so when I was on stage, but now I think... These fans are 

crazy!” 

Before he could finish, the crowd of fans behind him kept jostling forward. Following a sudden earth-

shattering cry, Hua jin saw Liang Yin appear. 



Liang Yin held the microphone nervously. When she appeared, she felt countless beams of spotlight 

falling on her. 

It was blinding, so much so that her vision blurred for a while. The host made a brief opening statement 

and looked towards her. 

Before Liang Yin went on stage, the host had already discussed the script with her. However, although 

they had communicated regarding the script, this was the first time she had appeared in the spotlight as 

a “star”. She was not used to it and was stunned by this intimidating display. 

When Hua Jin saw that she was standing rooted to the ground, his head started throbbing. 

Was she so nervous that she couldn’t utter a word?! She wasn’t having stage fright, was she? 

The manager narrowed his eyes, assessing the situation. 

On the stage, the host noticed Liang Yin nervously holding the microphone with a sluggish expression. 

He was puzzled by her unexpected performance. 

/ 

“Hua Jin, say hello to the fans below the stage!” 

Only then did Liang Yin snap back to her senses. She raised her hand stiffly and smiled at the audience. 

“Hello, everyone. I’m Hua Jin...” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the fans below the stage screamed crazily! 

“Aaaaaargggggghhh!” 

“Ahhhhhhhh! Hua Jin!” 

“Hua Jin, I love you!!” 

“Hubby!!” Someone shouted, causing the audience to laugh kindly and follow suit. 

The reaction was too great. It was so noisy in the big event hall that Liang Yin felt her head buzzing. So 

this was what it was like to be a celebrity?! It certainly didn’t feel good! 

She was a fan of Tang Yu and had also seen many fans chasing celebrities. At that time, she felt that the 

more enthusiastic the supporters were, the more excited the celebrities and idols on stage would be. 

They shouted with all their might, so that their idol could hear them. 

Unfortunately, now that Liang Yin was in Hua Jin’s shoes, she realized that no matter how enthusiastic 

the fans were, there was only a dark mass of people before her eyes. She even felt that the fans below 

the stage had identical faces and could not tell one apart from another. 

In fact, the over-enthusiasm... put her at a loss. 

“Hua Jin, I love you!!” 

“Hubby!!” “Hubby!!” 

... 



She didn’t know how to respond. 

Although she was now occupying his body, she wasn’t him, and these weren’t her fans. She didn’t even 

know how to reciprocate their enthusiasm! She felt out of her wits. 

Usually, when celebrities attended these activities, they needed to constantly interact with the fans 

below the stage. However, Liang Yin’s improvisation ability was beyond unsatisfactory. It was simply 

tragic. She just stood there awkwardly, as if petrified. 

Hua Jin buried his face in his hands. He knew that an ordinary person like Liang Yin would not be able to 

handle such an occasion. 

Qin Zhou was speechless. “She seems terrified by your fans.” 

“... Is it that bad?” Hua Jin snapped, “It’s just saying hello to the fans and interacting with them, isn’t it? 

We haven’t even asked her to act!” 

“It’s not the same.” The agent said, “She may not have gotten into your role yet.” 

The actor felt a headache coming on. He was anxious, but helpless. 
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On one hand, Hua Jin was feeling a little unwell and his stomach was inexplicably bloated. On the other 

hand, his eardrums were hurting from the noise these fans were making. If it weren’t for Liang Yin, he 

would not be standing amidst the sea of people. 

On stage, although Liang Yin was just standing there foolishly, the host had outstanding ability to save 

the situation. He said to the fans, “Actually, backstage, I saw that Hua Jin seemed to be feeling a little 

unwell.” 

He turned to Liang Yin and asked, “I understand you were busy with your new film some time ago and 

have been working late nights?” 

Liang Yin did not know how to answer. She had no idea how to smooth things over, but she recalled Hua 

Jin’s advice that if she couldn’t answer a question, just smile, just smile... So she gave a weak smile. 

The host nodded, then continued, “I’ve worked with Hua Jin a few times. Once on the stage at the 

awards ceremony and once on a variety show. He’s a very dedicated idol. Backstage, I saw that he was 

pale and uncomfortable. I only found out when I asked him, that he had been very busy filming a new 

movie. And even though he is sick today, he has made an appearance. So we are really grateful...” 

Liang Yin continued to smile, but she thought to herself, what utter nonsense. 

Clearly, she wasn’t sick. However, the host was really good at making things up to smooth things over. 

Could it be that all those who had claimed to be sick on previous programs were all shirking 

responsibilities and making up excuses? 



However, her smile was too weak. When the fans below the stage saw this, their hearts ached and their 

voices gradually weakened. 

“Go, Hua Jin!” 

/ 

“Hang in there, Hua Jin! We’ll always have your back! We’ll always be there for you!” 

The host removed the slide and said to Liang Yin in a lowered voice, “Take a seat!” 

Liang Yin nodded hurriedly and sat down in a chair. 

Immediately after, the host began a long speech, after which he invited the official spokesperson of the 

brand and he too, gave another generous speech. 

Liang Yin was in a daze the entire time. 

Hua Jin couldn’t stand it anymore. “How disappointing! The host held out a lifeline for her a few times, 

but she didn’t take it!” 

The agent said, “She doesn’t know the ropes, let alone interact with fans. I think she’s terrible at 

improvising. But I can’t blame her. She’s not a celebrity.” 

Hua Jin fell silent. 

Indeed, Liang Yin was an ordinary person. It was too far-fetched to expect her to put on an act and 

behave like a celebrity would. 

However, just sitting and doing nothing wouldn’t cut it either. Fortunately, there was a segment where 

idols interacted with fans. 

One of the segment items allowed fans and their idol to kiss through a pane of glass. 

Although these tricks are common, they work on fans. 

However, not all fans were lucky enough to come on stage. Only fans with VIP cards had this privilege. 

The host randomly picked a few fans from the VIP zone to go on stage to interact with Liang Yin. 

In this game, however, Liang Yin was rather liberated. After all, the people on stage were all female fans, 

so she did not appear so reserved. She smiled and cooperated with the host and fans in the interaction. 

However, the fans were excited and nervous! Although they were kissing through a pane of glass, at 

least they were able to have close contact with their idol, and even hug him. This was beyond the 

wildest dreams of many fans! 

“Ahhh! I’ve been selected, I’ve been selected!” A fan in the front row screamed in excitement. However, 

the next moment, chaos broke out. 
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“Someone fainted! Someone fainted!” 



“Call an ambulance! An ambulance!” 

It turned out that one of the fans sitting in the VIP area had fainted from excitement when they saw that 

they had been selected. 

The crowd immediately stirred. 

On the stage, the host was dumbfounded when he saw that a fan had fainted. Hua Jin and Qin Zhou 

were also dumbfounded. 

In fact, it’s not uncommon for fans to faint from excitement. However, from where the celebrities stand 

on stage, the audience is a sea of black. Under normal circumstances, one is not able to tell what’s 

happening. 

However, now that Hua Jin and Qin Zhou were standing below the stage, they could see everything 

clearly. 

“Isn’t that a gross overreaction?” 

Qin Zhou was speechless for a moment. “You’ve just realized you’re so popular?” 

The actor rubbed his nose. He was honestly rather shocked. 

Liang Yin obviously saw it too. Because it was not a big stage set up this time round, she could see 

everything that was happening below the stage clearly. A little frightened, she stood up helplessly and 

said to the fans below the stage, “Everyone, calm down. Don’t panic.” 

The fans below the stage were also stunned by this sudden situation and it became chaotic. 

Some people were busy taking care of the girl who fainted, but others got impatient. They felt that this 

girl had ruined Hua Jin’s event. They cursed and swore, “Why did you get so excited?! Don’t take others 

down with you just because you’re ignorant!” 

“Exactly! You’ve ruined Hua Jin’s event! This is abominable!” 

Immediately, someone stood up. “You guys are so heartless! Someone’s fainted and you guys are 

jostling about? And as if that’s not bad enough, you stand around making sarcastic remarks. Idiot fans!” 

Many fans were furious at being called an idiot. 

“You make it sound like you’re so superior! Aren’t you also a fan of Hua Jin? Since we’re all fans of Hua 

Jin, why are you calling others idiot fans?!” 

“That’s right! If you’re so great, why don’t you carry her out of this place! Help her call an ambulance. 

Who knows, maybe if you do a good deed, you might even get criticized!” 

“Hehe! Idiot fans. That’s right. We’re idiot fans of Hua Jin. We’re better than a hypocrite like you!” 

“…” 

“…” 



Hua Jin’s head throbbed. “Stop arguing,” he said. “Can everyone just be quiet?” He had obviously 

forgotten that he was now Liang Yin. 

When the others heard him, they snapped at him angrily, ‘You shut up!’ 

The actor stared at them in amazement! 

How could they… 

Qin Zhou couldn’t stand it any longer and pulled him aside in disbelief. “Are you out of your mind? Have 

you forgotten that you’re now not Hua Jin. You’re…” 

“…” 

“By the way, what’s your name?” 

Hua Jin fell silent for a moment. “My name is Liang Yin.” 

“Yes, Liang Yin…” 

Qin Zhou looked around and said, “This place is a mess. Let’s get out of here!” 

“Alright!” 

On stage, the staff went up and gave instructions to the host and Liang Yin. The two of them were 

hurriedly led down the stage. Immediately after, the host announced over the PA system from 

backstage, “This event is canceled because of an emergency!” 

When the fans below the stage heard this, complaints filled the air. They cursed the fan who had fainted 

several times! 

“Jinx!” 

“Bringer of bad luck!” 

“What bad luck. If it weren’t for her…” 

Hua Jin was hustled out of the venue by Qin Zhou. However, he could not stop worrying about how 

Liang Yin was going to handle it. “Don’t worry, the staff will take good care of her. We’ll talk when we 

get back to the hotel.” 
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“Alright!” Nodding, Hua Jin got into the car and headed back to the hotel with Qin Zhou. 

Liang Yin returned shortly after, and the assistant escorted her into the room. When the assistant saw 

Qin Zhou and the actor sitting on the sofa, she thought the woman looked familiar. 

“Eh? Aren’t you the one from yesterday…” 

Hua Jin looked away awkwardly. 

Qin Zhou immediately shot her a look. “Give us a moment, wait outside!” 



The assistant grew uneasy, “What’s the matter, boss?” 

Qin Zhou was the assistant’s superior. She thought that there had been some kind of dispute and that 

the actor had been maligned. 

But the manager said, “Just leave us for a moment.” 

“Oh… okay, alright…” The assistant nodded and walked out in silence. 

Liang Yin locked the door behind her. She was not aware that Hua Jin and Qin Zhou had gone to the 

venue. She even felt a little guilty for ruining Hua Jin’s event! 

“Who… who is he?” Liang Yin naturally did not know Qin Zhou, so she looked at him in a daze, unsure of 

how she should react. 

The actor immediately stood up and said, “This is my boss, Qin Zhou. From now on, you can just call him 

Qin Zhou.” 

“Qin Zhou…” 

The name rang a bell. Liang Yin suddenly realized… didn’t Qin Zhou used to be Gu Xingze’s agent? 

Except that after Gu Xingze’s death, Qin Zhou stopped managing new artists. However, she did not 

expect Hua Jin to be under the man’s management. 

The three of them sat down and looked at each other. Qin Zhou was the first to break the silence. “Hua 

Jin, since you called me here, it tells me you have something to ask of me!” 

The actor winced and got up. “I don’t know what to do, but… well, my mind’s all over the place. But 

Liang Yin can’t be without me now. She can’t act, not even with a script, so… I have to stay with her.” 

Initially, Liang Yin did not put too much thought into it. After such a thing happened, their minds were in 

a state of confusion. However, if she were to seriously think about what might happen if this situation 

continued, she’d be at the end of her rope! 

If she were to continue to take on Hua Jin’s identity, then what about filming?’ She couldn’t even make 

sense of a script. Liang Yin felt a wave of despair. She did not want to be a man for the rest of her life! 

She wanted her body back. 

A sudden thought occurred to Hua Jin, and he stood up. “As I recall, the soul swap happened when we 

fell into the water. Could—” 

He turned around and said meaningfully, “Why don’t we reenact?” 

Liang Yin recoiled in horror. “I… I don’t know how to swim. I’ll drown!” 

If she fell into the water again and drowned, wouldn’t that be a huge loss given this was just an 

experiment? 

Hua Jin couldn’t care less whether she agreed or not, he grabbed her hand and started for the door. 

The hotel in Studio City was huge, with a large swimming pool at the back. It wasn’t until the actor 

hustled her all the way to the pool that Liang Yin realized they weren’t going to the lake, but the pool. 



However… 

“It’s cold…” Liang Yin hugged her body in a dilemma and shivered from the cold. She turned around, 

intending to ask what Hua Jin was planning to do, but he was too eager to get back into his body. He 

kicked her lightly from behind and sent her flying into the swimming pool. 

“Ahhhh…” Glug. Glug. 

Caught off guard, Liang Yin fell into the pool and took in a few mouthfuls of water. 

“Oooh… oooh…” 
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The actor jumped into the pool, too. 

The swimming pool was divided into deep and shallow zones. It was about six feet deep in the deep 

zone. 

Liang Yin fell into the water and started to struggle violently. There was no way her feet could reach the 

ground and still keep her head above water. 

“Help …” 

Gulp, gulp… 

“Help …” 

Gulp… gulp 

Once in the water, Hua Jin swam towards her, grabbed her arm, and pulled her into his embrace. 

Without hesitation, he sealed his lips over hers and gave her all the air in his mouth. 

Despite the thin supply of oxygen she had obtained from Hua Jin, she could not swim. Coupled with the 

fact that she had gulped down several mouthfuls of water from the pool, her brain was on the verge of 

hypoxia. After that, she passed out. 

Suffocation… 

The feeling of suffocation filled her entire brain, and it started sending out signals of danger. 

By the time she regained consciousness and opened her eyes, there was incredibly fresh air. 

Liang Yin immediately gasped and took in the fresh air hungrily. When she was almost fully recovered, 

she realized that she was back on dry land! She sat up abruptly and saw Hua Jin sitting by the pool, 

looking as if he had nothing left to live for. 

“You’ve finally given up?” She heard Qin Zhou saying coolly. 

Hua Jin turned and glared at him, his face ashen. 



Liang Yin was about to say something when her gaze fell on Hua Jin’s face. For some reason, her 

attention was drawn to his lips, and the thought of him taking the initiative to breathe air into her 

mouth in the pool… 

For some reason, she felt her face heating up, even though it was extremely cold after getting out of the 

pool. 

“Let’s return to the room first!” Qin Zhou continued, “Given the situation, let’s take things as they come. 

Since you’ve swapped bodies, let’s leave it at that for now! You can stay by her side as her assistant. As 

for the future, we can discuss it later!” 

The actor felt aggrieved, but there was nothing he could do. He stood up and walked gloomily into the 

room. 

Liang Yin saw that his expression had clouded over. For some reason, she felt a little guilty. 

As though… if it hadn’t been for her carelessness in that moment… The actor ended up like this only 

because he had tried to save her. The guilt-stricken girl stood up and nodded lightly in response to Qin 

Zhou before following Hua Jin back to his room. 

After they got back into the room, Hua Jin started undressing at the doorway of the bathroom. When 

Liang Yin entered, he stood there awkwardly and said to her, “Aren’t we going to shower together?” 

“Shower together…?” 

Liang Yin took a step back. “I don’t think that’s a good idea?! Men and women should not be in such 

close proximity!” 

Hua Jin was greatly amused to hear this. “Now, your body is mine. My body is yours. What’s that about 

not being in close proximity?” After a pause, he continued, “Let’s shower together! There’s only one 

bathroom, and I take a long time to shower. What if you catch a cold waiting for me?” 

“I’ll be fine.” 

“You think I’m concerned about you?” The actor snorted. “I’m concerned about my own body. Right 

now, your body is mine, so you’re not being responsible towards yourself, you’re being responsible for 

me. Do you understand?” 

“…” 

“And in the same way, I’m responsible for your body!” 

That sounded rather awkward! 

Liang Yin felt a little uncomfortable, however after Hua Jin finished speaking, he took off all his clothes! 

After all, he was a man. Even after becoming a woman, he stripped himself in a free and easy manner. 

 


